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All You Need To Know About Dogs and Puppies! A must have book if you or someone else you

know has or is thinking of getting a dog or puppy!  Looking for some more information on one of the

worldâ€™s greatest pets? Then look no further. This book has everything you need to know from

choosing a dog or puppy, to playing with them, to feeding them, training them, taking care of them

and much more! Dogs and puppies make great petsâ€”they're cute, cuddly, smart and affectionate

among many other things. Be sure to learn everything you can about manâ€™s best friend so that

you can have a long and happy life together! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Discover... What To

Look For When Choosing The Breed Of Your New DogHow To Prepare Your Home For Your New

Furry FriendWhat To Feed Your Dog or PuppyThe Top Training Techniques That Really Get Great

ResultsFun & Exercise-Stimulating Games You Both Will EnjoyPuppy Care & Crate TrainingHow To

Keep Your Dog Safe and HealthyMuch, much more! What are you waiting for? If you are still

reading this you are obviously motivated to get all the benefits this book has to offer. Stop thinking

and take ACTION. Â  Buy It Now
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Having a puppy is a serious responsibility and not one that should be taken lightly. It's important to

evaluate if you have the resources and the schedule to ensure the puppy gets proper care and love.

I was very nervous before we purchased ours and poured over many manuals on how to properly

care for a puppy. This was by far my favorite. It's well-written, it's well-researched and it had many



tips that I was not previously aware of. It put to rest all of my worries that I wouldn't be able to give a

puppy the proper TLC that it deserved. Highly recommend for anyone thinking about bringing a

puppy into their home.

I love dogs. I own several and I am always trying to learn how to take better care of them, train them

better, and improve their lives and mine as well. Ace does a great job in this book, and I learned

several things that have helped me improve caring for my dogs, and saved me some time as well. I

also learned a few training pointers that I had never known about or heard of. If you own a dog, or

are considering getting one, this this book could be a help to you as well.

I was excited and nervous when my best friend decided to get a dog as a pet. Having Dogs as a Pet

- none of us knew what should be first basic steps that one must know before deciding to get

another living being to live with you under the same roof who may have different needs than you. As

selfless they are, it was imperative to have some knowledge as preparation steps before she

adopted a dog. We chanced on this great read by Ace that explained in detail how one can choose

the right dog or puppy, detail on their care and nutrition, how to care for puppies and train them, how

one can make them feel comfortable at home. We got such a great deal of basic information that

both of us are now equipped with the confidence that we can make some good decisions and be

prepared before she welcomes a new member in her home. We are excited! Thank You for this

wonderful book Ace.

This is an excellent book for first-time dog owners. I have always had a dog friend, from growing up

until now, and their needs are particular and not easily determined by someone who isn't used to

how they behave. While I don't agree with every technique listed here, this book can provide a solid

foundation for a new dog owner. I'm very pleased the author included instructions about how to feed

dogs, including how to feed a puppy vs an adult dog, and avoiding human food. There is a

much-needed admonition about chocolate: never, ever give chocolate to a dog. He also includes a

link to a list of human foods that are safe for dogs to eat, although he drives home that dogs should

stick to dog food. There are good training tips and a section on selecting a breed, with descriptions

of different breeds of dogs (always adopt, but know what you're getting into with the breed!).

Overall, highly recommended for newbies. Getting a dog is not like getting a new pair of shoes; it's a

living creature. If you're getting a dog, start here.



Dogs or puppies are awesome pets to have in homes as they are great companions. They also

require a lot of care and if you don't know how then this book is right for you. I received a dog as my

birthday gift from a friend and I literally didn't know what to do with it and so I decided to purchase

Ace's book. It has helped me greatly with tips on how to care for it and train it. Ace has talked of the

many different breeds of dogs from German Shepard,greyhound,chihuahua,Boston terrier,mastiff to

great Dane. There are basics on how to take care of a dog/puppy. You first show the puppy where

his bathroom is and after that you can give it the grand tour of your home. This one was very helpful

with my new found dog. I didn't know puppies cry out of separation,henceforth you should feed your

dog early so it doesn't stay up crying. Also always present yourself as the leader of your dog so it

doesn't think its the boss. The book talks about proper nutrition for dogs and puppies,this part is

very important so as to keep your pet healthy. If you need to learn more about dogs and puppies

then you have your remedy,grab your copy now. I have already recommended this book to my

friends whom I know have dogs and puppies. Great book Ace!

Dogs are the most genuine and selfless creatures in this world. Most of my friends have dogs as

pets in their houses. I used to have a fun time with my friends' dogs, but always feared to keep one

because I was scared that I wouldn't be able to take good care of it. This is why; I never bought my

own pet dog.I have recently decided to get a new dog and this book was very helpful in helping me

to decide what type of dog to get, I went with a poodle, and it made getting my home ready much

easier. I also know how to train my dog as well. The diet and playtime options are great as

well.Overall, this is a wonderful book that contains an abundance of information on choosing a dog,

caring for them and training them. If you are a dog lover just like me, then this is the book that you

need to read right now and the price is a great deal as well!

This book has everything you need to know when considering getting a dog. I plan on owning a dog

in the near future and I will be a first time dog owner. I have only owned cats and know very little

about owning dogs. I have a new home and new child so I want to do everything I can to make sure

things are as comfortable as possible when letting a dog into my home. How will the dog behave

around my child? How do I house train it? ..It's all here! There are many things to consider from the

inside of your home to the outside. This book will walk you through the process and ensure all areas

are covered. This book is defiantly a keeper and I will return to it for reference as my dog grows.
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